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Abstract— Magnetically actuated soft robots have recently
been identified for application in medicine, due to their potential
to perform minimally invasive exploration of human cavities.
Magnetic solutions permit further miniaturization when compared to other actuation techniques, without loss in functionalities. Our long-term goal is to propose a novel actuation
method for magnetically actuated soft robots, based on dualarm collaborative magnetic manipulation. A fundamental step
in this direction is to show that this actuation method is
capable of controlling up to 8 coincident, independent Degrees
of Freedom (DOFs). In present paper, we prove this concept
by measuring the independent wrench components on a second
pair of static permanent magnets, by means of a high resolution
6-axis load cell. The experiments show dominant activation
of the desired DOFs, with mean cross-activation error of the
undesired DOFs ranging from 2% to 10%.
Index Terms— Medical Robots and Systems, Dual Arm Manipulation, Force Control.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The last few decades have seen a significant growth of
minimally invasive procedures for diagnosis and treatment.
This generally equates to reduced pain, morbidity and recovery time. However, the application of minimally invasive
techniques poses several challenges which have led to focused investigation of multi-Degrees of Freedom (DOFs),
flexible structures: continuum robots [1], [2], [3]. These
manipulators are characterised by several DOFs and low
stiffness, which facilitates the safe exploration of tortuous
environments.
Continuum robots have proven effective in several scenarios, and many diverse actuation mechanisms have been proposed, for example: concentric tubes [4]; (multi-)backbonebased designs [5], [6]; tendon driven structures [7], [8], [9];
and soft pneumatic [10]; and hydraulic [11] implementations,
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Fig. 1. Example of application of multi-DOFs magnetic manipulation in
endoscopy: bronchoscopy.

among others. In general, these approaches comply with the
requirements of minimally invasive procedures. However,
they require physical coupling between the actuation unit
and the continuum structure. This typically nessecitates an
increase in their size when more DOFs are required. For this
reason, magnetic actuation has been recently proposed for
actuating continuum robots [12], [13], as an improvement to
controlling single magnet-based structures [14], [15], [16].
Moreover, this concept has been further investigated also for
application to soft magnetized platforms [17].
In the case of magnetically actuated robots, reducing the
volume of magnetic material, as necessary for miniaturization, results in a loss of magnetic wrench for a given
field. However, this can be directly compensated through
dimensioning of the actuation system. Specifically, more
force/torque can be achieved by using more powerful actuation platforms, without a direct increase in the robot’s dimensions, e.g. [18]. Several diverse actuation systems have been
proposed for magnetic actuation, which can be subdivided
into coil-based [18], [19], [20], [15], [21], [12], rotating
permanent magnets [22], robotically actuated coils [23] and
robotically actuated permanent magnets [24], [14]. The main
limitation of the former two is the limited workspace and
poor scalability, while their robotically actuated counterpart
[24], [23] have, generally, larger manipulability workspace
with only limitation to the specific robot’s capabilities.
However, using permanent magnets as alternative to coils
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facilitates energy reduction and possible electromagnetic
interference.
In [21], the authors show that a set of 8 coils is able
to manipulate 8 independent DOFs. This is the maximum
number of DOFs that can be physically controlled in the
same point of a magnetic workspace. Here, we aim to
prove that same capabilities can be achieved with a minimal
number of magnetic sources, i.e. 2, and that we can employ
permanent magnets instead of coils. These two fundamental
points facilitate cost reduction and enlarge the (magnetic)
manipulability workspace, which is fundamental in the application to medical robotics. However, the proposed approach
could also be applied to robotically actuated coil systems
[23].
Recently, robotically manipulated single External Permanent Magnet (EPM)-based approaches have been shown
to be effective in overcoming the challenges related to
magnetic manipulation via non-homogeneous magnetic fields
[25], [24]. Specifically, the difficulties in handling non-linear
relationship between actuation variables (EPM-Internal Permanent Magnet (IPM) relative pose) and resulting wrench.
However, the use of a single magnetic source limits the number of controllable DOFs to 5, given the dipole symmetries
[26]. In this paper, we investigate the minimum number of
magnetic sources able to achieve maximum manipulability
(8 DOFs) in a single point of the workspace: 2 robotically
manipulated EPMs.
The problem of magnetic manipulation with robotically
actuated magnetic sources is introduced in Section II and,
on the basis of this definition, we formulate the concept of
magnetic manipulability in Section III. Possible independent
poses of the EPMs are analysed in Section IV and experimentally validated in Section V. We report our main conclusions
and future directions in Section VI.
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II. P ROBLEM D EFINITION
In the present section, we discuss multi-DOFs manipulation, based on magnetic wrench control [25], [24]. In
particular, we consider that we can manipulate N independent IPMs, by robotically controlling the pose of M EPMs,
independently.
Consider the relative position between the i-th EPM (pEi )
and the j-th IPM (pIj ), pij = pEi − pIj ∈ R3 and between
the j-th and the k-th IPMs djk = pIk − pIj ∈ R3 , and
introduce the relative magnetic wrench [24]
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with mIj , mIk , mEi ∈ R magnetic moments of the respective IPMs and EPM; µ0 = 4π10−7 AN2 permeability of
vacuum, Zij = I − 5p̂ij p̂Tij , Dij = 3p̂ij p̂Tij − I, Zik =
I − 5dˆjk dˆTjk and Dik = 3dˆjk dˆTjk − I. We refer to I ∈ R3×3
·
.
as the identity matrix, ||·|| as the Euclidean norm and ˆ· = ||·||
Here, fij and τij are the force and torque, respectively. The
wrench in (1) is found by appling the superposition principle
under the assumption that the IPMs and EPMs involved
can be modeled as dipoles, i.e. when they are far enough
from each other, relative to their size [27]; this is a common
approach in magnetic manipulation [26].
Compared to the case of coils [21], we can notice that (1)
is highly nonlinear with respect to the control variables pEi
and mEi . In fact, when using a system of multiple coils, these
can be all orientated towards the center of the workspace
and a linear relationship between the current and generated
field can be obtained - within a “small-enough” area of the
workspace. In our case, these simplifications do not apply
and deeper analysis is required.
To investigate the actuation capabilities of multiple EPMs,
along the lines of [25], [24], we define the differential of the
wrench as
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with 0k,l ∈ Rk×l zero matrix, (·)× : R3 → so(3) is the skew
T
operator and x = xT1 xT2 . . . xTN . We refer to xj ∈
R6 , j = 1, 2, · · · , N as the representation of the j-th
IPM pose (i.e. position and Euler angles) and to qj as the
representation of the j-th EPM pose.
We will focus on the manipulation of multiple DOFs in
a point pI = pIk = pIl ∀ i, l, that does not vary with time,
i.e. δpIj = δmIj = 0 ∀ j. We consider this scenario for
two reasons: first, our aim is to focus on the manipulability
properties in a fixed point within the workspace, with no constraints on the specific target point. Secondly, having multiple
IPMs at the same point within the workspace represents the
worst case scenario. In fact, the further the IPMs are apart,
the more they behave as independent magnets (5 DOFs each).
Moreover, under these assumptions, the interaction between
IPMs can be neglected, which does not change the number
of DOFs, when the wrench
 is fully controllable from the
T T
[28]. This is discussed in the
input q = q1T q2T · · · qM
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next section.
The variation of wrench can thus be directly related to
EPMs motion (or actuation) only, as
δw = Jq δq,

(3)

where [Jq ]ij = Jqij ∈ R6×6 is the i, j block of Jq and
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III. D EFINITION OF M AGNETIC M ANIPULABILITY
We intend (magnetic) manipulability to be the measure of
the number of (magnetic) DOFs that can be (magnetically)
manipulated by a (magnetic) actuation system. This means
that, given a set of inputs (q), we aim to measure the number
of variables (w) that can be independently actuated.
In the following, we prove that with 2 EPMs (M = 2) we
can control 8 DOFs of 2 orthogonal IPMs (N = 2) in the
same point of the worskspace. First, we need to prove that
the magnetic DOFs of 2 orthogonal IPMs are 8 in the same
point in space, as in [21]. This is straightforward since, in
the same point, they experience
 the same magnetic field (B)
and magnetic field jacobian dB = ∂B
∂p . Therefore,

Specifically, maximum manipulability is obtained with 2
orthogonal IPMs.
We can assume, from here on, that we select the two IPMs
to be orthogonal and, thus, rank (S) = 8. In this case,




∂U
∂U
= rank
= rank(Jq ),
rank S
∂q
∂q
thus, independently of the IPMs, we can investigate magnetic manipulability by analysing Jq or, equivalently ∂U
∂q .
However, the analysis of these matrices has two main disadvantages: they are nonlinear with respect to the control
variables (q) and they map variations in the input (δq) onto
the output (δw). Therefore, any solution is local and difficult
to quantify. For this reason, we describe a more suitable
approach to identify the DOFs, in the next section.
In a real scenario, we cannot guarantee the IPMs to be
always orthogonal, when organized in a serial structure such
as a continuum robot. This means that manipulability, as for
general robotic systems [29], is a local property and there
exist conditions of singularity. This can be physically avoided
by mechanical constraints or considered in the controller
design. For the scope of the presented work, we analyse
IPMs in a non-singular scenario; avoiding dependence on
their local configurations. However, we expect that there will
exist situations for which some degree of controllability may
be lost, in real applications.
IV. D EGREES OF F REEDOM A NALYSIS
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Here, ei ∈ R3 is the i-th element of the orthonormal basis
of R3 .
Intrinsically, U depends on the pose of all the EPMs
involved. We can write the relationship in (4) as
w = SU,

(5)

and (3), being mIj assumed constant ∀j, as
∂U
δq = Jq δq,
∂q

T T
. Therefore, S ∂U
with S = S1T S2T · · · SN
∂q ≡ Jq and,
as standard approach in robotics [29], the number of DOFs
controllable from
 
 δqis rank (Jq).
≤ min rank (S) , rank ∂U
and
Since rank S ∂U
∂q
∂q
rank (S) ≤ 8, the maximum number of DOFs we can control
in a point is 8. It is known that, for any j, rank (Sj ) =
5. Moreover, one can notice that rank (S) = 8, if S =
T
and mI1 ×mI2 6= 0 (i.e. 2 IPMs are not parallel).
S1T S2T
δw = S

In the following, we will be considering the actuation of
N = 2 orthogonal IPMs with M = 2 independently actuated
EPMs. Increasing the number of EPMs would not have a real
effect on the number of DOFs we can control in a point, due
to the properties of the magnetic field: rank (S) ≤ 8 (see
previous section).
Finding 8 independent DOFs is equivalent to finding 8
poses of the EPMs that led to 8 orthogonal directions of the
wrench w onto the IPMs. This can be expressed as searching
for the set Q = {q(T ), T = 1, 2, . . . , 8} such that
rank (w(1) · · · w(8)) = rank (S (U (1) · · · U (8))) = 8.
Since, in this case, rank (S) = 8,
rank (S (U (1) · · · U (8))) = rank (U (1) · · · U (8)) .
Thus, we need to find 8 poses for which we obtain 8
independent U (T ), T = 1, 2, . . . , 8. Due to the nonlinearities of the problem, solving (4) or (1) with respect to
q is not trivial. Therefore, we opted for a direct analysis
of primitive poses, in terms of effects on the magnetic
field, as detailed below. Some of the analysed poses are
known to be suboptimal, due to the workspace limitations
of the actuating robotic system: 2 LBR iiwa 14 (KUKA,
Germany). However, they show independent activation of
each field component. These poses are reported in Fig. 2
and their effect on the wrench applied to 2 orthogonal IPMs
reported in Fig. 3. Specifically, in Fig. 3, we show the force
and torque that are activated for each case of Fig. 2. To
underline the independent DOFs activation, we schematically
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Example of orthogonal IPMs and directions of the wrench applied for each of the cases of Fig. 2.

represent the components of field and differentials in Table I,
according to the dipole model. These represent the directions
of the 8 linearly independent vectors that led to the analysed
DOFs. In particular, we normalized each component to its
maximum value over the 8 cases and obtain the reported
scale-free values. This eliminates any dependency between
field and differentials strength, EPM-IPM distance and their
respective size, and permits comparison between magnetic
field and differentials, which are inherently different physical
quantities. The strength of the actuation, being case-specific,
could be changed by designing the geometric parameters of
the magnets or controlled through EPM-IPM distance.

physical limitations of the robots’ workspace, reaching the
bottom of the IPMs was not possible. Therefore, we propose
the control of U (5) by only using one EPM. This, inherently,
generates differential components.
Poses for Differentials Solutions: To obtain independent
components of U related to the differentials of the field, we
consider solutions with no field components. This is achieved
by positioning the EPMs in opposite directions (case 1, 3,
1
6, 7, 8). In both cases 1 and 3, we obtain differentials ∂B
∂e1
∂B2
and ∂e2 . In the cases 6, 7, 8, we obtain only the component
∂B1 ∂B2
∂B1
∂e3 , ∂e3 and ∂e2 , respectively.

Poses for Field Solutions: The last 3 components of
U (see (4)) are related to the magnetic field B. In order to
have 3 orthogonal vectors U (T ), for different times T , we
look for configurations where the magnets are aligned (case
2, 4, 5 in Fig. 2). In this case, by aligning the EPMs with
each of the main axis, we obtain B̂(2) = e2 , B̂(4) = e1 and
B̂(5) = e3 , thus 3 independent components of U . Due to

V. E XPERIMENTAL A NALYSIS
Validation of the proposed inferences, was performed
through a series of experiments, aimed at proving the 8
DOFs manipulation capabilities. In particular, we tested
8 configurations of the EPMs for which we can control,
independently, the 8 components of the field U , defined in
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TABLE I
F IELD AND D IFFERENTIAL COMPONENTS IN THE 8 CASES , NORMALIZED TO THEIR MAXIMUM VALUE .
Case 1
∂B1
∂e1
∂B1
∂e2
∂B1
∂e3
∂B2
∂e2
∂B2
∂e3

Case 2

1
2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 6

Case 7

Case 8

1
1
1
2

-1

1
4

1

B1
B2

Case 5
1
4

-1

1
1

B3

1

Section III. This proves the results in previous section, as
reported in Table I.
Each experiment was performed by placing a 6-axis load
cell (Nano17 Titanium, ATI, USA) between 2 robotic arms
(LBR iiwa 14, KUKA, Germany); each manipulating one of
the actuating EPMs (Cylindrical permanent magnet with a
diameter and length of 101.6 mm and an axial magnetization
of 970.1 Am2 (N52)), as shown in Fig. 4. Each experiment
was repeated twice, in order to emulate the presence of more
than 5 DOFs in the same point of the workspace. To realize
this arrangement experimentally, we captured the load cell
data during EPMs manipulation first with an IPM (Cubic
permanent magnet with length of 12.6 mm and an axial
magnetization of 2.1 Am2 (N42)) mounted along the global
y axis (Config. 1, Fig. 4), and subsequently rotated the IPM
to align with the x axis (Config. 2, Fig. 4) and repeated the
EPMs manipulation sequence, detailed in Fig. 2.
For each of the cases reported in Fig. 2 and Table I,
we performed an independent experiment, in order to better
visualize the behaviour of the field1 , specifically, in its steady
final configuration. The two robotic arms were controlled
to the each pose reported in Fig. 2, synchronously, from
an initial zero-field pose. This initial pose was found as a
trade-off between reachable workspace, i.e. the one each endpose would be reached from, and minimum field strength;
to eliminate residual magnetic coupling, the load cell was
de-biased in this initial configuration. A detailed video of
the performed experiments can be found in media attached
to the paper.
A total of 16 experiments were performed with the 8
cases being repeated twice (for each IPM orientation). The
wrench w1 (T ) and w2 (T ) was measured on each load cell
for every period T ∈ [0, ti ], for the i-th case; note that
ti 6= tj , i 6= j, in general, since some configurations can
be reached faster than others from the
T same initial pose.
We rearrange w(T ) = w1T (T ) w2T (T ) and, according to
(5), we map the measured wrench onto the independent field
components U (T ) = S † w(T ); with ·† we intend the MoorePenrose pseudoinverse.
Our main aim is proving that the 8 components of the
1 We refer to “field” as the vector field U , introduced in (4), to simplify
the dissertation.

field U can be manipulated independently and, in particular,
we are interested in their direction. Moreover, the magnetic
field and its differentials are inherently measured on different
scales and the maximum field we can generate is higher than
its gradient, at the same relative distance between EPM and
IPM. Therefore, for each case, we found the mean value of
the last 20 s (once convergence is achieved), and normalized
each component of the field to its steady state maximum
value, over the 8 cases. This data processing eliminates
any dependency between measured data and specific IPMsEPM distance and magnets dimensions, giving an idea of
the capabilities of this manipulation approach from a more
general perspective.
In Fig. 5 we report the dynamic evolution of the field
amongst the 8 experiments, as the EPMs move from initial
to final pose. Each case is a combination of the data from the
2 independently analysed IPMs configurations. The title of
each case was highlighted with the color of the component(s)
of the field we expect to be activated, according to the static
scenario in Fig. 6. In particular, Fig. 6(a) shows the generated
field from the dipole model in (1), given the relative EPMsIPMs pose and normalized to their maximum value (|U i |).
Fig. 6(b) maps the field components activated for each
experimental case (|Û i |), i.e. the mean steady state value (last
20 s) in Fig. 5. For comparison between the theoretical and
experimental field, the error |EUi | = |U i | − |Û i |, is reported
in Fig. 6(c).
In achieving control of the desired DOFs, significant
activation of other components of the field is evident in
certain cases; specifically, case 3, 4, and 6. This occurs due
to the nature of the planned trajectory from the initial zerofield pose to the case-specific end pose. Indeed, trajectories
were selected to achieve path length minimization, rather
than minimizing cross-activation.
Fig. 6(b) shows that we can control 8 independent DOFs
and, in particular, the components predicted by the dipole
model. Through comparison of the measured and predicted
values, less activation of U1 and more activation of U4 is
apparent for case 1 and case 3, respectively. This is mainly
due to the sensitivity of the gradient to accurate alignment
between EPMs and IPMs, which is difficult to achieve openloop.
From the absolute error |EU |, reported in Fig. 6(c), we
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Normalized response for magnetic field and differentials. Title colors are referred to the component activated for each case.

computed the mean percentage cross-activation
|EU |% = (5.4, 4.9, 7.9, 10.5, 2.5, 2.3, 2.4, 10.6) .
This was computed by considering only the components of
EU that are not desired to activate for each case, i.e. the blank
boxes of Table I. This measures the cross-activation, intended
as the amount of actuation in a direction that is not required
to activate. This is the main difficulty in magnetic actuation:
limiting the actuators to very fine control of specific DOFs,

without cross-talk. In our case, by employing an open-loop
dipole model-based method, we achieve 10.6% of crossactivation, in the worst case scenario. In practical application
of the proposed actuation method, we will consider applying
closed-loop wrench control [25], [24], which is expected to
reduce these errors significantly.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the ideal (dipole) U field generated by the poses in Fig. 2, as per Table I, and measured field, normalized to their maximum over
the cases.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The present work discussed the manipulation capabilities
of robotically manipulated magnetic sources. In particular,
we showed that 2 actuated EPMs are able to independently
manipulate 8 DOFs.
Both theoretical dissertation and experiments prove that
the proposed approach achieves same capabilities of coil
based actuation [21], i.e. manipulation of 8 DOFs, in terms
of wrench applied to 2 orthogonal independent IPMs within
the workspace. The approach of using robotically controlled
EPMs, compared to the usage of a coil-based counterpart,
has the advantage of minimizing costs, energy consumption
and maximizing the target workspace.
To improve the accuracy in controlling each component,
future work will be focused on applying closed loop control
of the wrench, as in [25], [24]. We expect that this approach
would enhance the accuracy of control of single components,
related EPM-IPM alignment, and reduce the errors related to
dipole modeling.
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